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CONTRIBUTORS/COLLABORATEURS

Robert Babcock, the author of the prize-winning *Gompers in Canada*, teaches in the Department of History at the University of Maine, Orono, ME.

Charles Bergquist is a historian at the University of Washington and the author of *Labor in Latin America*.

Brian Burch has published poetry in such periodicals as *Canadian Dimension, The Industrial Worker*, and others.

Hugh Grant is an Assistant Professor of Economics at the University of Winnipeg.

Christopher Huxley teaches sociology at Trent University in Peterborough, Ontario.

Gregory S. Kealey edits *L/LT* and is working on the history of the Canadian secret service.

David Kettler is a sociologist at Trent University and a well-known Mannheim scholar.

Pradeep Kumar teaches Industrial Relations at Queen's University in Kingston, Ont. and edits the annual, *The Current Industrial Relations Scene in Canada*.

J.H.M. Laslett is a historian at the University of California at Los Angeles and author of *Labor and the Left*.

David McNally teaches Political Science at Glendon College, York University, Toronto.

Ruth Roach Pierson, a historian at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, wrote "They're Still Women After All": *The Second World War and Canadian Womanhood*.

David Schulze is a graduate student in history in Montreal, Quebec.

Frank Strain is an Assistant Professor of Economics at Mount Allison University in Sackville, N.B.

James Struthers teaches Canadian Studies at Trent University and is the author of *No Fault of their own. Unemployment and Canadian Welfare, 1919-1941*.

Neil Sutherland is a historian in the Faculty of Education at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver and author of *Children in English Canadian Society*.

Mariana Valverde teaches sociology at York University and is the author of the forthcoming *The Age of Light, Soap and Water: Moral Reform in English Canada, 1885-1925*.